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Case study customer checklist
12 Ways to Get More Customers to Take Part in Your Case Studies

Do you use Case Studies to help prospects evaluate your
products so they can confidently buy?
If so, then you know how important it is to motivate customers
to participate in a Case Study. If you don’t handle their
objections or plant the idea in their mind early you’ll lose
opportunities… and eventually sales.
These twelve strategies will help get them interested and even
excited about participating in your next case study.

1. Provide a Case Study Proposal
Some customers are sure to have concerns about participating in a
Case Study. Objections can be handled in one of two ways. The first is
to handle them as they happen. The second is to pre-empt them with
a professional Case Study proposal. A proposal can eliminate
objections and include a benefit all at once.
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2. Provide Access to Your Product Road Map
Access and involvement with your product roadmap is often what
customers want most. Staying in the loop about your products makes
it easier for them to plan their own strategy. Offer to let them interact
with your team on a deeper level such as in seminars or user groups.

3. Offer Free Publicity
Help your customer (or their employee) get some quick industry
recognition. When a top industry publication covers the story, they’ll
benefit for sure. Budget-minded clients will jump at the chance for
free publicity. Even if they’re large, they’ll probably want more
exposure in their target markets.

4. Help Your Customers Succeed
Customers won’t have much use for you if you go out of business.
Remind them. Tell them that by helping you succeed they’re helping
themselves too.

5. Offer Special Training
Special add-on services such as training could be offered as an
incentive for taking part. You could also take this strategy to the next
level by offering additional free services in exchange for future
reference activity.
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6. Share the Spotlight
Managers must work within a budget. If they become known for
implementing your best-practice solutions, you’ll be helping them justify
their next budget. Your case study could help them showcase their
division and defend their decisions.

7. Give Them an Award
Everyone wants to be recognized for their successes. People will be
more likely to participate if they can win an award. An award winner
could be featured in a press release too.

8. Create a Co-marketing Campaign
Advertising is an ongoing cost for companies of all sizes. Co-marketing
campaigns save everyone money. Let a customer feature one of your
products showing how the use of your solution led to their success.

9. Help Build Their Brand
Some companies have a brand story they want heard. You could
integrate their story into a case study and have it featured in a trade
journal article.
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10. Make Them a Bit Famous
Feature someone in a news story or podcast and they may end up getting
a promotion. They may even frame your story and hang it on the wall.

11. Agree to Limited Usage
Some companies may see your service as a trade secret. Offer to only
share your case study only with people who opt-in to your email list. In
addition, you could offer not to show it to any of their competitors.

12. Keep Them Anonymous
A final fallback position is to keep your case study anonymous. While they
won’t be identified, their story will provide real-life details (ROI, cost
savings, time savings, etc.). These will make your story believable.
REMINDER: Derek Little specializes in writing high-quality Case Studies for technology
firms. Need help creating a Case Study? Contact Derek for details.

If you enjoyed this piece of content, you're
going to like my next eBook too.
This guide explains how to build authority and while
landing profitable accounts with a strategic B2B podcast.
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